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We address the problem of e�ient modelling of photon pairs generated in spontaneous parametri

down-onversion and oupled into single-mode �bers. It is shown that when the range of relevant

transverse wave vetors is restrited by the pump and �ber modes, the omputational omplexity

an be redued substantially with the help of the paraxial approximation, while retaining the full

spetral harateristis of the soure. This approah an serve as a basis for e�ient numerial

alulations, or an be ombined with analytially tratable approximations of the phase mathing

funtion. We introdue here a osine-gaussian approximation of the phase mathing funtion whih

works for a broader range of parameters than the gaussian model used previously. The developed

modelling tools are used to evaluate harateristis of the photon pair soures suh as the pair

prodution rate and the spetral purity quantifying frequeny orrelations. Strategies to generate

spetrally unorrelated photons, neessary in multiphoton interferene experiments, are analyzed

with respet to trade-o�s between parameters of the soure.

PACS numbers: 42.65.Lm,42.50.Dv,03.67.Bg

I. INTRODUCTION

Spontaneous parametri down onversion (SPDC) is a

nonlinear proess in whih a pump photon interating

with a rystal deays into two daughter photons. The

proess has been suessfully employed to demonstrate

fundamental aspets of quantum mehanis suh as the

violation of Bell's inequalities [1, 2℄, and utilized in im-

plementations of quantum teleportation [3, 4, 5℄, quan-

tum ryptography [6℄, linear optial quantum informa-

tion proessing [7℄, and other quantum-enhaned teh-

nologies.

Typially, photon pairs emerging from non-linear me-

dia are desribed by a ompliated spatio-temporal wave

funtion that exhibits orrelations in multiple degrees

of freedom. In ontrast, many appliations of photon

pairs require their preparation in single isolated spatio-

temporal modes. Single spatial modes an be seleted by

oupling photons into single-mode �bers (SMFs) that in

e�et �lter heavily the SPDC light. Furthermore, many

protools rely on interferene between photons originat-

ing from independent soures [8, 9℄. Although spatial

modes are well de�ned by SMFs, the interferene visi-

bility may be ompromised by undesirable spetral or-

relations within individual pairs. One way to tailor the

spetral degree of freedom is to use narrowband interfer-

ene �lters, whih is easy to implement in an experiment,

but in onsequene redues the useful photon �ux. An

alternative approah is to adjust the setup parameters

to enfore the soure to produe spetrally unorrelated

�
Eletroni address: kolenderski��zyka.umk.pl

pairs [10, 11, 12, 13℄.

These issues bring the question of optimizing the use-

ful fration of photon pairs produed by SPDC soures.

A purely experimental approah would be just to try var-

ious alignments of the soure. In pratie, this strategy

would be rather burdensome owing to the large num-

ber of ontrollable parameters of the setup, their time-

onsuming adjustments, and long data aquisition times.

A natural alternative is to resort to numerial modeling.

This however presents its own hallenges, as inluding all

relevant degrees of freedom is omputationally demand-

ing.

In this paper we disuss approximate methods that al-

leviate the numerial load neessary to model faithfully

realisti SPDC soures. Our approah is based on an

observation that optial �bers olleting photons de�ne

a relatively narrow range of wave vetors that need to

be inluded in alulations. This justi�es applying the

paraxial approximation, whih makes a substantial por-

tion of the problem tratable analytially. The paraxial

approximation an be also ombined with a simpli�ation

of the two-photon wave funtion to an analytially man-

ageable form leading to losed formulas. We exploit these

strategies to analyze the performane of SPDC soures

in quantum information appliations.

Coupling of down-onverted photons into SMFs has

been a subjet of a number of works, espeially in the

ase of w pumping. Kurtsiefer et al. [14℄ gave a simple

argument showing that areful mathing of the SPDC

output with the �ber modes inreases the olletion ef-

�ieny. Mathematial models for a w-pumped soure

has been derived and ompared with experimental data

in Refs. [15, 16, 17℄. The ollinear ase has been ana-

lyzed theoretially in Ref. [18℄. Dragan [10℄ used a gaus-
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sian approximation to model �ber-oupled soures. The

ounterintuitive saling of the prodution rates with the

rystal length has been pointed out by Lee et al. [19℄,

and a detailed analysis of quasi-phase mathed strutures

has been presented by Ljunggren and Tengner [20, 21℄.

More reently, Ling et al. [22℄ provided a method to esti-

mate the absolute emission rates for w pumping. In the

present paper, we onentrate on pulse-pumped SPDC

soures and optimization of their performane parame-

ters.

Our numerial alulations inorporate the exat form

of dispersion relations for the nonlinear medium and use

a seond-order expansion of phase mismath in the trans-

verse wave vetors of the SPDC photons. The modeling

is based on two strategies. The �rst approah resorts

to numerial means, but with minimized omputational

e�ort that will nevertheless deliver highly aurate re-

sults in a broad range of parameters. This method has

been used in Refs. [23, 24℄ to ompare experimentally

measured harateristis of down-onversion soures with

theoretial preditions. The seond approah will provide

expressions for the biphoton wave funtion in a losed

analytial form through a further approximation to the

phase mathing funtions. This approah, whih we will

all the osine-gaussian approximation (CGA) is based

on a more aurate analytially integrable model of the

phase mathing funtion than the gaussian model studied

previously [10, 11, 25℄. We ompare both the approahes

with diret numerial alulations when no paraxial ap-

proximation is applied and all integrals are evaluated by

numerial means. As an appliation of the developed

tools, we disuss generation of spetrally unorrelated

photons in a type-I �-barium borate (BBO) rystal. We

onsider here two strategies to redue spetral orrela-

tion: one method is to adjust arefully the pump pulse

and olletion modes, while the other one is to restrit

the spetrum of the generated photons with the help of

interferene �lters. We ompare soure brightness that

an be ahieved using both methods and relate these re-

sults to previous disussions [10℄.

The paper is organized as follows. In Se. II we present

the setup under onsideration and derive the biphoton

wave funtion in free spae. Setion III presents basi

assumptions about propagation of a pump beam and out-

put photons and the impat of spatial �ltering imposed

by SMFs. The biphoton wave funtion within the parax-

ial approximation is derived. Next in Se. IV we present

the osine gaussian approximation and apply it to derive

an analytial formula for the wave funtion of a photon

pair oupled into SMFs. The �gures of merit are de�ned

in Se. V, and the approximation of perfet phase math-

ing is used to gain some basi intuitions. Next in Se. VI

we ompare the omputational e�ort and appliability

of developed methods. Finally, in Se. VII we analyze

strategies to redue spetral orrelations within photon

pairs.

II. TWO-PHOTON WAVE FUNCTION

In the non-degenerate down-onversion proess, the

pump �eld, desribed by the positive-frequeny part of

the eletri �eld E
(+ )
p (r;t), interats with quantized sig-

nal and idler �elds, whose reation-operator parts will

be denoted as Ê
(�)
s (r;t)and Ê

(�)

i (r;t). The interation

hamiltonian has the form of an integral over the volume

V of the rystal [26℄:

Ĥ I(t)=
�0�

(2)

2

Z

V

d
3
r E

(+ )
p (r;t)Ê

(�)
s (r;t)Ê

(�)

i (r;t)

+ H..; (II.1)

where �0 is the vauum permittivity and �(2) denotes the

seond-order nonlinear suseptibility oe�ient, approx-

imated by a onstant. We will assume that the nonlinear

interation is weak enough to neglet pump depletion and

to justify the �rst order perturbation theory. We will fo-

us here on type-I phase-mathing, when both the down-

onverted photons have the same polarization diretion,

perpendiular to that of the pump pulse. The ase of

type-II phase mathing an be analyzed analogously.

We will take the nonlinear rystal to be a thin slab of

thikness L oriented perpendiular to z-axis and extend-

ing from z = � L=2 to z = L=2, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

The pump pulse propagates along z�diretion outside the

rystal. Following Rubin et al. [27℄ we parameterize the

waves using the frequenies ! and the wave vetor om-

ponents k? perpendiular to z. These quantities are pre-

served at the rystal-free spae interfae. In order to al-

FIG. 1: (Color online) The geometry of a photon pair soure.

A rystal exhibiting �
(2)

nonlinearlity is pumped by gaussian

pulse. The generated light emerging at angles �s and �i is

oupled into single mode optial �bers.

ibrate the pump power, it will be onvenient to introdue

a normalized pump pulse amplitude A p(kp? ;!p)satisfy-

ing

R
d

2
kp? d!pjA p(kp? ;!p)j

2 = 1. We will assume the

pump pulse amplitude in a fatorable form, with no spa-

tiotemporal orrelations:

A p(k? ;!)= A
temp

p (!)A
sp

p (k? ) (II.2)
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where A tempp (!)refers to temporal and A spp (k? )to spatial

part. Both parts will be taken in a gaussian form:

A
temp

p (!) =

p
�p

4
p
�
exp

 

�
�2p

2
(! � 2!0)

2

!

(II.3)

A
sp

p (k? ) =
wp
p
�
exp

 

�
w 2
p

2
k

2

?

!

(II.4)

where �p stands for the pulse duration, wp for the pump

beam width, and 2!0 is the entral frequeny of the pump

pulse.

The positive-frequeny part of the pump pulse eletri

�eld E
(+ )
p (r;t) is the Fourier transform of the spetral

amplitude:

E
(+ )
p (r;t)= Ep

Z

d

2
kp? d!pA p(kp? ;!p)e

i(kp? r�! pt)

(II.5)

where Ep haraterizes the strength of the pump pulse

and the squared modulus jEpj
2
proportional to the pump

pulse energy. Subsequently, we assume the following

modal expansion for the signal s and idler i �eld op-

erators:

Ê
(�)
� (r;t)= E�

Z

d

2
k�? d!� e

�ik � r+ i!� tâ
y
(k�? ;!�);

� = s;i: (II.6)

We approximated here the saling fators de�ning the

zero-point �eld �utuations with frequeny-independent

onstants E� . The biphoton omponent of the wave

funtion alulated in the �rst-order perturbation theory

takes the form [28℄:

j	i=
1

i~

Z

dtĤ I(t)jvai

=

Z

d

2
ks? d

2
ki? d!sd!i	(k s? ;!s;ki? ;!i)

� â
y
(ks? ;!s)â

y
(ki? ;!i)jvai (II.7)

where the probability amplitude reads:

	(k s? ;!s;ki? ;!i)= N

Z L =2

�L =2

dzA p(ks? + ki? ;!s+ !i)

� exp[i�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)z] (II.8)

and the N = �0�
(2)EpEsEi=(2i~). The phase mismath

�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i) is de�ned using the z omponents

of the wave vetors of the interating �elds:

�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)=

= kpz(ks? + ki? ;!s+ !i)� ksz(ks? ;!s)� kiz(ki? ;!i):

(II.9)

These omponents are determined by the frequenies

!s;!i and the transverse wave vetors ks? ;ki? [27℄. The

integral expression in Eq. (II.8) an be given meaning-

ful physial interpretation. Eah slie of the rystal

ontributes to a biphoton amplitude 	(k s? ;!s;ki? ;!i).

However, the phase of this ontribution hanges from

slie to slie, thus only for ertain propagation diretions

the onstrutive interferene ours.

The wave funtion given in Eq. (II.8) desribes the

entire �eld emerging from the rystal into the free spae.

However, in a typial experiment the signal and idler

photons are oupled into SMFs. For SMFs olleting light

in the x�z plane at angles �s and �i with respet to the

z axis, the olleted spatial modes an be approximated

by gaussians entered at transverse wave vetors ks0? =

x̂!ssin�s=c and ki0? = � x̂!isin�i=c:

u�(k�? ;!�)=
w�
p
�
exp

 

�
w 2
�

2
(k�? � k�0? )

2

!

; � = s;i

(II.10)

Here the waists ws and wi de�ne the spatial extent of

the olleted modes, assumed to be onstant within the

relevant spetral bandwidth.

The wave funtion 	(! s;!i) for both photons oupled

into SMFs is given by an overlap of the wave funtion

in free spae 	(k s? ;!s;ki? ;!i)with the spatial pro�les

us(ks? ;!s)and ui(ki? ;!i)of the �ber modes:

	(! s;!i)=
Z

d

2
ks? d

2
ki? u

�
s(ks? ;!s)u

�
i(ki? ;!i)	(k s? ;!s;ki? ;!i):

(II.11)

This objet will be used to alulate oinidene ount

rates and spetral properties of generated photons. For

a pump pulse amplitude in a fatorable form as that in

Eq. (II.2), it will be onvenient to write

	(! s;!i)= A
temp

p (!s + !i)�(! s;!i): (II.12)

Here �(! s;!i) an be viewed as the e�etive phase

mathing funtion for the olleted modes that inludes

the geometry of the setup and the physial properties of

the nonlinear medium. It is expliitly given by:

�(! s;!i)= N

Z

d

2
ks? d

2
ki?

Z L =2

�L =2

dzA
sp

p (ks? + ki? )

� u
�
s(ks? ;!s)u

�
i(ki? ;!i)e

i� kz(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)z: (II.13)

One way to simplify the above equation is to evaluate

analytially the integral over length of the rystal, whih

yields:

�
(D)

(!s;!i)=
N L

2

Z

d

2
ks? d

2
ki? u

�
s(ks? ;!s)u

�
i(ki? ;!i)

� A
sp

p (ks? + ki? )sin

�
L

2
�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)

�

:

(II.14)
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However, the remaining integrals over ks? and ki? are

intratable analytially due to nontrivial form of phase

mismath �k z and they must be performed by numeri-

al means. We will refer to this proedure as diret nu-

merial integration and denote orresponding formulas

with a supersript (D ). The four-dimensional integra-

tion task is omputationally very demanding, and in the

next two paragraphs we will present approximate meth-

ods whih redue the omputational e�ort to ompute

e�etive phase mathing funtion �(! s;!i).

III. PARAXIAL APPROXIMATION

The expression for the e�etive phase mathing fun-

tion given in Eq. (II.13) inludes gaussian �ber mode

funtions us(ks? ;!s) and ui(ki? ;!i) that vanish very

fast as the transverse wave vetors ks? and ki? depart

from the entral observation diretions ks0? and ki0? .

This implies that little error is introdued when expand-

ing the phase mismath �k z given in Eq. (II.9) up to the

seond order in deviations of the transverse wave ve-

tors from ks0? and ki0? . After suh an expansion the

entire integrand in Eq. (II.13) takes a gaussian form in

ks? and ki? , provided that the spatial pump pro�le is

gaussian as well. Consequently, one an perform all the

integrals over transverse wave vetors analytially. This

is a great simpli�ation of the omputational omplex-

ity of the problem, as we are now left only with a one-

dimensional integral over z whih needs to be performed

numerially. We will all this method paraxial approxi-

mation in analogy to the standard desription of paraxial

wave propagation in lassial optis.

It will be onvenient to introdue the following nota-

tion for the expansion of the wave vetor mismath:

�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)�

D 0(!s;!i)+ D
T
1 (!s;!i)� + �

T
D 2(!s;!i)�; (III.1)

where

� = (ks? � ks0? ;ki? � ki0? )
T

(III.2)

is a four-element vetor of deviations from the entral

observation diretions. The Taylor expansion oe�ients

an be grouped into a salar in the zeroth order

D 0(!s;!i)= �k z(ks0? ;!s;ki0? ;!i) (III.3)

a vetor in the �rst order

D 1(!s;!i)=

�
ds(!s;!i)

di(!s;!i)

�

(III.4)

and a matrix in the seond order:

D 2(!s;!i)=

�
dss(!s;!i); dsi(!s;!i)

dsi(!s;!i); dii(!s;!i)

�

(III.5)

We wrote the vetor D 1 and the matrix D 2 in a blok

form with entries given by:

d�(!s;!i)=

�
@�k z

@k�x
;
@�k z

@k�y

� T
�
�
�
�
�
ks? = ks0?

ki? = ki0?

; (III.6)

and

d�� (!s;!i)=

=
1

2

0

B
B
@

@2�k z

@k�x @k�x
;

@2�k z

@k�x @k�y
@2�k z

@k�y @k�x
;

@2�k z

@k�y@k�y

1

C
C
A

�
�
�
�
�
�
�
�
ks? = ks0?

ki? = ki0?

; (III.7)

where �;� = s;i.

In order to write a ompat formula for the e�e-

tive phase mathing funtion in the paraxial approxi-

mation, it will be helpful to represent the produt of

the �ber mode funtions u�s(ks? ;!s)u
�
i(ki? ;!i)and the

pump beam pro�le A spp (ks? + ki? ) as an exponent of a

quadrati expression:

u
�
s(ks? ;!s)u

�
i(ki? ;!i)A

sp

p (ks? + ki? )=

= exp
�
� B 0 � B

T
1 � � �

T
B 2�

�
: (III.8)

where � is a four-element vetor of deviations from en-

tral observation diretions de�ned in Eq. (III.2). The

oe�ients of the quadrati expression are a salar

B 0 =
w 2
p

2
(ks0? + ki0? )

2
(III.9)

a four-omponent vetor

B 1 = w
2
p

�
ks0? + ki0?

ks0? + ki0?

�

(III.10)

and a 4� 4matrix

B 2 =
1

2

�
(w

2
p + w

2
s)I w

2
pI

w
2
pI (w

2
p + w

2
i)I

�

; (III.11)

where Idenotes a two dimensional identity matrix. This

notation allows us to write the result of four-dimensional

gaussian integration of Eq. (II.13) over the transverse

wave vetors as:

�
(P)

(!s;!i)=

Z L =2

�L =2

dz
N wswiwp

p
� detM 2(z)

� exp

�

� M 0(z)�
1

4
M

T
1 (z)M

�1

2 (z)M 1(z)

�

(III.12)

where the supersript (P )stands for the paraxial approx-

imation, we introdued

M j(z)= B j � izD j; j= 0;1;2 (III.13)
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and for notational simpliity we suppressed dependene

on frequenies !s and !i. The integral over the rystal

length in Eq. (III.12) needs to be alulated numerially,

whih is substantially faster than diret numerial inte-

gration of Eq. (II.14). It is worthwhile to note that in

Eq. (III.12) the e�ets of spetral dispersion are fully

taken into aount, as no expansion in the signal and

idler frequenies !s and !i has been applied. As we will

see in Se. VI, this makes numerial results based on the

paraxial approximation very preise.

IV. COSINE-GAUSSIAN APPROXIMATION

The numerial e�ort to alulate the e�etive phase

mathing funtion an be redued further at the ost of

the auray. The basi idea is to replae the sin term

appearing in Eq. (II.14) by an analytially tratable ex-

pression. Previous works [10, 11℄ introdued the gaussian

approximation (GA), whih approximated the sin term

by a gaussian funtion, thus enabling analytial integra-

tion. We will onsider here a more general expression of

the form:

sinx � exp(� �x2)cos(�x)= 1

2
exp(� �x2 + i�x)+ ..

(IV.1)

As seen in Fig. 2, using the parameters � = 1

20
and � = 1

2

yields a more aurate approximation to the sin funtion

than the GA orresponding to the hoie of parameters

� = 1

5
and � = 0.

Π 2 Π 3 Π
x

-0.2

0.5

1

sincHxL

FIG. 2: (Color online) A omparison of the sin x fun-

tion (solid blue line) with the osine-gaussian approximation

sinx � exp(� x
2
=20)cos(x=2) (irles) and the gaussian ap-

proximation sinx � exp(� x
2
=5) (dashed line).

The above observation leads us to the idea of

osine-gaussian approximation (CGA). Spei�ally, in

Eq. (II.14) we replae the sin funtion with Eq. (IV.1)

and expand the phase mismath �k z up to the linear

term in transverse wave vetors around entral observa-

tion diretions:

sin

�
L

2
�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)

�

�

1

2
exp

�

� 1

4
�(D0 + D

T
1 �)

2
L
2
+

i

2
�(D0 + D

T
1 �)L

�

+ ..

(IV.2)

We used here parametrization introdued in Eqs. (III.2)-

(III.4). After inserting the above expression into

Eq. (II.14), the integrals over transverse wave vetors

an be evaluated analytially as long as the pump and

�ber modes are gaussian. This yields an expression for

the e�etive phase mathing funtion of the form:

�
(C)

(!s;!i)= �(! s;!i)e
�f(! s;!i)cos[g(!s;!i)]: (IV.3)

The three funtions appearing in the above formula are

given by:

�(! s;!i) =
�2N

p
detK

(IV.4)

g(!s;!i) =
1

2
�LD0 +

1

16
�LD

T
1 K

�1

�

B 1 +
L2

2
�D0D 1

�

(IV.5)

f(!s;!i) = B 0 +
1

4
�L

2
D

2
0 +

1

16
N

T
K

�1
N (IV.6)

where we de�ned:

K = B 2 +
1

4
�L

2
D 1D

T
1 (IV.7)

N = B 1 +
L

2
(�LD0 + �)D1: (IV.8)

For the sake of brevity we have omitted the frequeny

dependene. The expression for the e�etive phase

mathing funtion in the gaussian approximation is easily

obtained by inserting � = 1

5
and � = 0.

In order to analyze the appliability of CGA, it is

onvenient to view the biphoton wave funtion given in

Eq. (II.11) as an integral over ks? and ki? of a prod-

ut of two fators. The �rst one is the phase math-

ing term sin[�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)L=2], while the se-

ond one, whih we will all here the beam term, is a

triple produt of the pump pulse spatio-temporal pro-

�le A p(ks? + ki? ;!s + !i) and the �ber mode pro�les

us(ks? ;!s) and ui(ki? ;!i). The beam term de�nes

the range of transverse wave vetors and frequenies for

whih the osine-gaussian approximation of the phase

mathing term should be aurate. This ondition is sat-

is�ed when the sin argument �k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)L=2

does not exeed approximately 3�=2.

Let us analyze this ondition more losely. For the

pro�les assumed throughout this paper, the beam term

takes a gaussian form:

A p(ks? + ki? ;!s + !i)us(ks? ;!s)ui(ki? ;!i)/

exp

 

�
w 2
p�

2

2c2
(�s � �i)

2 �
�2p

2
(�s + �i)

2 � �
T
B 2�

!

;

(IV.9)
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where �� = !� � !0 are detunings from the entral fre-

queny and we assumed that the photons are olleted

at idential angles �s = �i = �. In the exponent, we

negleted the ross-term orrelating wave vetors with

frequenies.

The harateristi width of the Gaussian funtion de-

�nes the relevant range of parameters. Thus the sum

of the detunings is restrited by j�s + �ij. ��1p . Sim-

ilarly the range of relevant transverse wave vetors an

be rudely haraterized by the smallest eigenvalue of the

matrix B 2, whih is equal to w
2
s in ase of symmetri ou-

pling ws = wi. This an be written as j�j. ws. In the

ase of perfet phase mathing for the entral wave ve-

tors ks0? , ki0? at the frequeny !0 of the down-onverted

photons, we estimate the argument of the sin funtion

expanding the wave vetor mismath �k z up to the �rst

order:

�k z � D 1(!0;!0)� + �(�s + �i); (IV.10)

where � =
@kpz

@!p

�
�
�
!p= 2!0

� @ksz
@!

�
�
!= !0

. Thus we see that

the CGA will be valid, if j�jand j�s + �ijwithin ranges

de�ned by the beam term yield the argument of the sin

funtion . 3�=2. This gives:

�p & �L (IV.11)

and

ws & LjD 1j (IV.12)

As the right hand sides in the above formulas are esti-

mates, we rounded up numerial fators to simpler forms.

V. FIGURES OF MERIT

We will employ the omputational methods presented

in the preeding setions to analyze two parameters har-

aterizing the usefulness of SPDC soures. The �rst

one is the brightness, proportional to the probability of

produing a �ber-oupled photon pair by a single pump

pulse:

R c =

Z

d!sd!ij	(! s;!i)j
2
: (V.1)

We will set the brightness unit by putting the multiplia-

tive fator appearing in Eq. (II.8) to be jN j= 1.

The seond important property of photon pairs is

their suitability for multiphoton interferene experi-

ments. When interfering photons from independent

soures, their spetral amplitudes annot arry any dis-

tinguishing information about the origin of the photons.

This means that the biphoton wave funtion for eah pair

should be fatorable. The degree of fatorability an be

quanti�ed with the help of the Shmidt deomposition,

whih for the normalized wave funtion 	(! s;!i)=
p
R c

takes the form [29℄:

1
p
R c

	(! s;!i)=

1X

n= 0

p
&n�

s
n(!s)�

i
n(!i): (V.2)

In the above expression, �sn(!s) and �in(!i) are two or-

thonormal sets of mode funtions for the signal and the

idler photons. The nonnegative parameters &n hara-

terize the ontribution of eah pair of modes to the su-

perposition. They satisfy the normalization onstraintP 1

n= 0
&n = 1 and it is onvenient to put them in the de-

reasing order. Perfet fatorability thus orresponds to

the ondition &0 = 1.

The degree of fatorability an be quanti�ed by the

visibility of two-photon interferene. Suppose that two

heralded signal photons produed by idential soures

are superposed on a 50:50 beamsplitter and the depth

of the Hong-Ou-Mandel dip [30℄ is measured. The depth

is given by a nonnegative expression

P =

1X

n= 0

&
2
n: (V.3)

whih will be alled the purity parameter of a photon

pair. In general P � 1 and the equality sign holds only

for a fatorable biphoton wave funtion. The purity pa-

rameter is the inverse of ooperativity parameter intro-

dued in Ref. [31℄.

Typially, photon pairs are spetrally �ltered in or-

der to improve their harateristis and to lower the

bakground ount rates. The e�ets of spetral �lter-

ing an be taken into aount by multiplying the two-

photon wave funtion by spetral amplitude transmis-

sions ��(!�)haraterizing the �lters:

	(! s;!i)! �s(!s)�i(!i)	(! s;!i) (V.4)

Note that the above substitution orretly takes into a-

ount the derease in ount rates resulting from spetral

�ltering. We will model spetral �lters using gaussian

pro�les with respetive widths �s and �i, assuming per-

fet transmission at the peak frequeny !0:

��(!)= exp

�

�
(! � !0)

2

2�2�

�

; � = s;i (V.5)

It is worthwhile to stress that the spatial �ltering imposed

by SMFs and spetral �ltering implemented with inter-

ferene �lters are of di�erent nature. The SMFs perform

oherent �ltering at the �eld level, i.e. add �eld ampli-

tudes, while spetral �lters transmit independently eah

frequeny omponent.

Before disussing harateristis of realisti soures,

it is insightful to onsider the limit of perfet

phase mathing, based on an assumption that

�k z(ks? ;!s;ki? ;!i)L=2 � 0 over the relevant range of

frequenies and wave vetors. This approximation means

that we an put D 0 = D 1 = D 2 = 0, whih makes the

integrand in Eq. (III.12) independent of z and leads to a
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very simple formula for the �ber-oupled biphoton wave

funtion:

	
(0)
(!s;!i)=

4N 4
p
�
L �w 2p �p

wiwpws

exp

�

�
n2o(!0)�w

2

2c2
(!s�s � !i�i)

2

�

� exp

 

�
�2p

2
(!s + !i� 2!0)

2

!

(V.6)

where by the supersript (0)we indiated the approxima-

tion of perfet phase mathing. We also took the refra-

tive indies at the entral frequeny no(!s)� no(!i)�

no(!0)and denoted

�w =

�
1

w 2
s

+
1

w 2
i

+
1

w 2
p

� �1=2

: (V.7)

Let us note that the assumption �k zL=2 � 0 implies

a spei� geometry of the setup. First, it means that

the pump, signal and idler beams maintain good spatial

overlap through the entire length of the rystal. Seondly,

the length L of the rystal must be muh shorter than

the harateristi Rayleigh range of the beams.

The wave funtion given in Eq. (V.6) is gaussian, whih

leads to losed analytial formulas for parameters of in-

terest. The brightness an be easily alulated to be

equal to:

R
(0)
c =

16�3=2cL2

n0(!0)(�s + �i)

�w 3

w 2
sw

2
iw

2
p

(V.8)

It is instrutive to analyze the saling of the pair produ-

tion rate in the parameters involved. The quadrati de-

pendene on the rystal length L is a result of a oherent

summation of the probability amplitudes of generating a

photon pair over the entire range of � L=2 � z � L=2.

Assuming that the waists of the pump, signal, and idler

beams are of the same order haraterized by w , the pair

prodution rate sales as 1=w 3
. This saling an be in-

terpreted as a result of an interplay of two e�ets. The

�rst one is the dependene of the nonlinear proess on

the transverse spatial dimension of the interating modes.

Suppose that the modes are on�ned to a transverse area

of the order of w 2
. Then their normalization inludes a

fator 1=w for eah of the modes. As the probability

amplitude for pair generation involves an integral of a

produt of three mode funtions over an area of size w 2
,

this gives its saling as 1=w . Squaring this result gives

the probability of pair generation saling as 1=w 2
. The

seond e�et is the broadening of the spetrum of the

produed photons with dereasing waists seen in the �rst

exponent in Eq. (V.6), whih yields an additional fator

of 1=w .

The expression alulated in Eq. (V.8) enables us to

optimize the pair prodution rate with respet to some

parameters of the setup. For example, suppose that the

waists ws and wi of the olletion modes are �xed. An

easy alulation shows that the maximum prodution

rate is ahieved for the pump beam waist wp given by:

wp =
wswi

p
2(w 2

s + w 2
i)

(V.9)

whih redues to wp = ws=2 for equal waists of olletion

modes. We will use this oupling strategy through the

rest of the artile. Note that in the ase of a monohro-

mati pump, in rude approximation of perfet phase

mismath the ondition for optimal brightness for short

rystal lengths takes the form wp = ws=
p
2 [22℄.

As noted in Refs. [11, 25℄, in the approximation of

perfet phase mathing the ondition for spetral deor-

relation within a photon pair is ahieved when

�p =
wp �s�i

c
: (V.10)

A more general analytial ondition an be derived using

the gaussian approximation [10℄. Within this model the

biphoton wave funtion takes following form:

	
(G)

(!s;!i)=

r
�p
p
�
�(! s;!i)e

�f(! s;!i)��
2

p (!s+ !i�2! 0)
2
=2

(V.11)

Taking �(! s;!i)� �(! 0;!0)and expanding f(!s;!i)up

to the seond order in frequenies around !0 yields a

gaussian expression in detunings. Spetral deorrelation

orresponds to the vanishing ross-term (!s� !0)(!i� !0)

in the exponent, whih gives:

�
2
p = 2

@2f(!s;!i)

@!s@!i

�
�
�
�
!s= !i= !0

: (V.12)

More aurate models of the e�etive phase mathing

funtion in Eqs. (III.12) and (IV.3) do not yield a deor-

relation ondition in a losed analytial form.

VI. COMPARISON

Let us now ompare omputational methods intro-

dued in the preeding setions for typial experimental

settings. In Fig. 3 we depit the e�etive phase math-

ing funtion �(! s;!i) for two exemplary lengths of the

nonlinear medium alulated using diret numerial inte-

gration, the paraxial approximation, the osine-gaussian

approximation and the gaussian approximation. Calu-

lations were arried out for a beta-barium borate rystal

with its optial axis lying in the plane of the olleted

modes and ut at �c = 30� with respet to z axis. This

orresponds to the symmetri one half-opening angle

equal to � = 2:2� for frequeny-degenerate photons at

780 nm. The beam waists were set to rather low values

ws = wi = 2wp = 70 �m to test the appliability limits

of the paraxial approximation.

As seen in Fig. 3, the main qualitative di�erene be-

tween the omputational methods is the reprodution of

the side lobes. The impat of the side lobes on observable
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quantities depends on the spetral width of the pump

pulse. If the spetral bandwidth is narrower than the

width of the entral peak, then all the models an be ex-

peted to yield similar results. Beause the harateristi

width of �(! s;!i)along the axis !s = !i dereases with

a longer rystal length, this regime orresponds to suf-

�iently narrow spetral bandwidths and short rystals.

When leaving this regime, CGA an be expeted to yield

more aurate results in the intermediate regime om-

pared to GA, as it reprodues orretly the lobes losest

to the entral peak.

These preditions are on�rmed by the alulation of

the brightness R c as a funtion of the rystal length using

di�erent models, with the results shown in Fig. 4. The

full width at half maximum of the gaussian pump pulse

was taken equal to �FWHM

p = �p
p
ln2 = 100 fs. The

brightness has been alulated through two-dimensional

numerial integration of j	(! s;!i)j
2
over the signal and

the idler frequenies on a 32� 32 square grid entered

at !0 for the relevant frequeny range where wave fun-

tion is nonzero. We have found that the further in-

rease of grid density to 64 � 64 did not hange the

results notieably. In the paraxial approximation, the

e�etive phase mathing funtion � (P)
was evaluated at

eah point of the grid using Gauss-Kronrod quadrature

with three-digit preision. Results based on numerial

integration of j	(! s;!i)j
2
involving CGA and GA ex-

pressions for the e�etive phase mathing funtion have

been labeled respetively as numerial CGA and numer-

ial GA. In addition, we present results of applying a fur-

ther simpli�ation to CGA and GA, labeled as analytial

CGA and analytial GA. The simpli�ation onsists in

expanding the funtions f(!s;!i)and g(!s;!i) that ap-

pear in Eq. (IV.3) around the entral frequeny !0 up to

the seond order and replaing �(! s;!i) by its value at

!s = !i = !0. After this expansion the squared absolute

value of the biphoton wave funtion beomes a sum of

three gaussian omponents and the integration over the

frequenies !s and !i an be arried out analytially.

Fig. 4 shows that for short rystals all the models give

similar results. Furthermore, in this regime the bright-

ness R c exhibits quadrati dependene on the rystal

length, whih agrees with Eq. (V.8) derived under the as-

sumption of perfet phase mathing. As expeted, with

an inreasing rystal length the GA model departs earlier

from the numerial results than the CGA model.

A more thorough way to ompare the paraxial approx-

imation with diret numerial integration is to evaluate

two quantities: the salar produt between the normal-

ized biphoton wave funtions �(P)
and �(D)

obtained

using both methods and the ratio of the orresponding

pair prodution rates R
(P)
c =R

(D)
c . We arried out these

alulations in an unfavorable regime of a long rystal

L = 2mm, ultrashort pump pulses �FWHM

p = 20 fs, and

strong fousing ws = wi = 2wp = 40�m. We found

that both the quantities di�ered from one by less than

10�3 . It should be noted that the omputational e�ort

required by the paraxial approximation was redued in
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FIG. 3: The e�etive phase mathing funtion � (!s;!i) al-

ulated using (a, b) diret numerial integration; (, d) parax-

ial approximation; (e, f) osine-gaussian approximation and

(g, h) gaussian approximation for the rystal length (a, , e,

g) L = 100 �m and (b, d, f, h) L = 1 mm. The pump and

olleting beam waists were set to w s = w i = 2w p = 70 �m.

The angular frequenies !s and !i are labelled with the or-

responding wavelengths.
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FIG. 4: (Color online) The soure brightness R c alulated

using di�erent numerial methods, spei�ed in the inset, as

a funtion of the rystal length L , for the waists w s = w i =

2w p = 70 �m and the pump pulse duration �
FWHM

p = 100 fs.

our alulations by � 104 ompared to the diret numer-

ial integration.

Finally, let us analyze the oinidene ount rate R c as

a funtion of the pump beam waist wp and the �ber mode

waists in a symmetri setup, when ws = wi. In Fig. 5 we

depit results obtained using the paraxial approximation

for two exemplary lengths of the rystal. It is seen that

for a �xed waist of the �ber modes the brightness has a

well pronouned maximum in wp. This maximum is lo-

ated to a good approximation at wp = ws=2, whih is in

an agreement with the result derived within the elemen-

tary model of perfet phase mathing in Eq. (V.9). This

motivated the hoie of ws = wi = 2wp in the presented

examples.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) The natural logarithm of the brightness

lnR c as a funtion of pump beam waist w p and �ber mode

waists w s = w i for the rystal length (a) L = 1 mm and

(b) L = 100 �m. The dashed (red online) lines depit the

ondition w p = w s=2 spei�ed in Eq. (V.9).

VII. SPECTRALLY UNCORRELATED PAIRS

A neessary ondition for high-visibility multipho-

ton interferene is the lak of distinguishing informa-

tion about the origin of the photons, whih means that

eah the photon should be prepared in an idential pure

wavepaket. The most obvious way to ahieve this

regime is to insert interferene �lters whose bandwidth

is smaller than the harateristi sale of spetral or-

relations within photon pairs. An intriguing alternative

has been presented in Ref. [11℄ whih proposed to re-

move spetral orrelations by exploiting geometri e�ets

in SPDC. The purity of the produed photons needs to

be analyzed in onjuntion with other harateristis of

the soure, suh as the pair prodution rate. In this se-

tion we will employ our omputation tools to ompare

properties of spetrally deorrelated pairs generated by

di�erent methods.

Let us �rst analyze the geometri approah of Ref. [11℄.

The underlying physis an be understood intuitively

by looking at the biphoton wave funtion in the perfet

phase mathing approximation given by Eq. (V.6). The

spetral pump amplitude introdues antiorrelations be-

tween frequenies of the down-onverted photons, while

the pump beam waist and emission angles de�ne the de-

gree of positive orrelations. By balaning these two ef-

fets one an obtain a fatorable biphoton wave fun-

tion. More generally, without the approximation of per-

fet phase mathing, one needs to analyze orrelations in-

trodued by the funtion �(! s;!i)de�ned in Eq. (II.12)

ombined with the spetral pump amplitude. As the non-

linear medium we onsidered a BBO rystal in the same

on�guration as disussed in Se. VI. As the basi tool,

we hose the paraxial method developed in Se. III due to

its high preision and omputational e�etiveness. In or-

der to evaluate the purity parameter P measuring degree

of spetral orrelations, the approah presented by Law

et al. [29℄ was used. The method is based on the sin-

gular value deomposition of the matrix representation

of the biphoton wave funtion 	(! s;!i)on a su�iently

�ne disrete grid. The normalized singular values are ap-

proximations of Shmidt oe�ients &n and as suh are

used to evaluate purity parameter P . We found it suf-

�ient to take the grid 32� 32. Further inrease of the

grid density did not make any notieable di�erene.

In Fig. 6(a,b) we present the purity parameter for two

typial lengths of the rystal as a funtion of the pulse

duration �FWHM

p and the olleting mode waist ws. We

assumed that the waists of the �ber modes and pump

beam are ws = wi = 2wp, whih is motivated by the

results presented in Fig. 5. The ontour plots exhibit

a lear relation between �FWHM

p and ws that leads to

minimized spetral orrelations between photons. For

a omparison, Fig. 6(a) and (b) depit also the purity

ondition derived in Eq. (V.12) using the GA model,

as well as the preditions of the perfet phase math-

ing approximation given in Eq. (V.10). It is seen that

for the shorter rystal length L = 100 �m the simple
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FIG. 6: Contour plots of (a, b) the purity parameter P and

(, d) the brightness R c as a funtion of the pump pulse du-

ration �
FWHM

p and the olleted mode waists w s = w i. The

rystal thikness is (a, ) L = 1 mm and (b,d) L = 0:1 mm.

The solid and dashed lines in (a, b) orrespond to fatorabil-

ity onditions given respetively in Eqs. (V.12) and (V.10).

The grey areas in (, d) mark the regions where the purity

parameter is P � 0:99.

analytial formula of Eq. (V.10) gives aurate results.

This is beause the spetral antiorrelations are predom-

inantly de�ned by the pump bandwidth rather than the

phase mathing of the rystal. This is no longer valid

for the length L = 1mm, where the e�etive bandwidth

of the down-onversion proess beomes strongly a�eted

by the phase mathing. These observations are onsistent

with results presented in Fig. 4: for L = 100 �m the pair

prodution rate is aurately given by the perfet phase

mathing approximation, while for L = 1 mm e�ets of

�nite phase mathing bandwidth are learly seen.

The relation between the olleting mode waist ws =

wi and the pump pulse duration �FWHM

p that leads to

minimized spetral orrelations gives us some �exibility

to optimize the soure with respet to other parame-

ters. In Fig. 6(,d) we present the soure brightness R c

as a funtion of ws and �p. Note that in our alula-

tions we onstrain the pump beam waist by imposing

ws = wi = 2wp. It is seen that R c an be inreased by

reduing the �ber mode waist ws. As Figs. 6() and 6(d)

depit the pair prodution rate in the same units, we an

ompare the brightness for the two rystal lengths. As-

suming that we have no restritions on the pump pulse

duration, a shorter rystal an produe more unorre-

lated photon pairs. This is beause for L = 1 mm

stronger spetral antiorrelations overwhelm the bene�t

of a longer nonlinear medium. However, in a realisti sit-

uation there is usually a tehnial minimum on the pump

pulse duration. For onreteness, let us assume it to be

�FWHM

p = 100 fs. An inspetion of Fig. 6 shows that

under the ondition of nearly ideal deorrelation de�ned

by the value of the purity parameter P � 0:99 higher

brightness, approximately equal to R c � 0:046, is ob-

tained when the �ber mode waist is ws ’ 1mm and the

rystal length L = 1mm. We found that for even longer

rystals deorrelation an be reahed only using longer,

less foused pump pulses, whih lowers the soure bright-

ness.

These limitations raise the question whether a more

e�ient strategy may rely on olleting tightly foused

modes and removing spetral orrelations with interfer-

ene �lters. Let us onsider the same pump pulse dura-

tion �FWHM

p = 100 fs and rystal length L = 1 mm as

before, but tighten the �ber mode waists to ws = 100�m.

The result is signi�antly inreased brightness, but at the

ost of introduing spetral orrelations. The e�ets of

inserting interferene �lters into suh a setup are shown

in Fig. 7, where we depit the brightness R c and the

purity parameter P as a funtion of the spetral �lter

bandwidth. It is seen that for the bandwidth � � 2:6 nm

the purity parameter reahes the value P � 0:99, while

the brightness is R c � 3:8, whih is signi�antly higher

than before. Thus the bene�t of inreased brightness is

retained despite spetral �ltering.

FIG. 7: (Color online) The brightness R c (dashed blue line,

left vertial sale) and the purity parameter P (solid red line,

right vertial sale) as a funtion of the spetral �lter band-

width � = �s = �i for a rystal length L = 1mm, beam

waists w s = w i = 2w p = 100�m and the pump pulse dura-

tion �p = 100 fs.

In order to gain more insight into the trade-o� between

the soure brightness and spetral orrelations, we alu-

lated the maximum �lter bandwidth that gives the purity

P ’ 0:99 for a range of pump beam waists wp, while keep-

ing other parameters of the setup idential as in previous

examples. The results are shown in Fig. 8. It is seen that

the �lter bandwidth aross the analyzed range does not

deviate signi�antly from the value � �= 2:7 nm, while

the brightness inreases substantially with tighter fous-

ing. This an be explained by the fat that the spetral
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�lter bandwidth is de�ned by the requirement to remove

frequeny antiorrelations whih depend primarily on the

rystal length and the pump pulse duration rather than

the beam waist.

FIG. 8: (Color online) The brightness R c (solid red line, left

vertial sale) as a funtion of the olleted mode waist w s

obtained for the maximum �lter bandwidth (dashed blue line,

right vertial sale) whih yields the purity parameter above

P � 0:99. Other setup parameters are idential as in Fig. 7.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we introdued and utilized approximate

methods that alleviate the numerial load neessary to

model SPDC soures while retaining the auray of the

results in physially relevant regimes. Our approah

was based on an observation that optial �bers ollet-

ing photons e�etively de�ne a relatively narrow range

of wave vetors that needs to be inluded in alula-

tions. This justi�ed applying the paraxial approxima-

tion, whih made a substantial portion of the problem

tratable analytially and signi�antly redued the re-

maining numerial e�ort. The paraxial approximation

an be also ombined with a simpli�ation of the two-

photon wave funtion to an analytially manageable form

that led to losed formulas. We exploited these strate-

gies to analyze performane parameters that haraterize

the usefulness of SPDC soures for quantum information

appliations, suh as the pair prodution rate and the

spetral purity parameter that is ritial in multiphoton

interferene experiments involving multiple soures.

The hoie of a omputation method depends on the

range of the setup parameters. The most di�ult regime

to deal with is that of very broadband, tightly foused

pump pulses and long rystals. It is then neessary to

inlude with high preision the phase mathing funtion

over a wide range of frequenies and transverse wave

vetors. The most universal method is then diret nu-

merial integration, whih however requires tremendous

omputational e�ort. In pratial situations, the parax-

ial approximation, delivers highly aurate results with

signi�antly redued numerial load for typial setup pa-

rameters. The validity of the paraxial approximation

an be heked with a relatively low e�ort by ompar-

ing it with diret numerial integration only at the edges

of the region of interest that orrespond to most unfa-

vorable ases. Suh a on�rmation allows one to apply

the paraxial approximation throughout the entire region

of interest reduing the overall omputational ost. For

examples studied in Se. VII, the paraxial approxima-

tion has been veri�ed to yield results that did not di�er

by more than few perent from diret numerial inte-

gration. In more restrited senarios, one may onsider

using the osine-gaussian approximation, whih extends

the validity of the previously used gaussian approxima-

tion. Results obtained with these methods an be used

as a starting point for designing soure harateristis

with more elaborate and preise tools. We also disussed

a rude approximation of perfet phase mathing, whih

gives simple, qualitative insights into the roles played by

various soure parameters.

The numerial methods presented in this work an

be used to analyze various aspets of down-onversion

soures that are relevant to experimental implementa-

tions of quantum information proessing protools. We

disussed here spetral deorrelation, whih is a neessary

ondition to ahieve high-visibility multiphoton interfer-

ene between independent soures, in onnetion with

the pair prodution rate. For exemplary settings hosen

for the analysis, we found that spetral �ltering om-

bined with tight fousing of the pump beam an deliver

higher brightness than balaning the spetral orrelations

using the geometry of the setup. The paraxial approx-

imation an be also extended to analyze properties of

an individual photon generated in the down-onversion

proess, with traed out degrees of freedom of the on-

jugate photon. This approah has been suessfully ap-

plied to model the results of a measurement of the single-

photon density matrix in the spetral domain reported

in Ref. [24℄. Theoretial details of this work will be pre-

sented elsewhere [32℄. Furthermore, the single photon

ount rates allow us to alulate the heralding e�ieny,

de�ned as the ratio of the pair prodution rate to the

ount rate on the trigger detetor. This is another im-

portant parameter haraterizing the usefulness of down-

onversion soures [13℄, that an be e�iently submitted

to numerial optimization using paraxial approximation.

We aim to make this a subjet of a separate publiation.

The numerial results presented in this paper have been

obtained using a Mathematia ode whih an be down-

loaded from [33℄.
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